
Ma 418 ∼ Actuarial Mathematics I Name:

Homework Report - Due in class on Tuesdays (5 pts)

Those who maintain a course average of at least an A (after the first test) are exempt (receive full

credit). All others must submit homework reports weekly.

time spent on general course (not project)

average quality of time spent (4 = A = very intense/focused, 3 = B = mostly intense/focused, ... )

time spent on project

Succinctly summarize what you did to work on this class this week. It should include some combination of working

on your projects (be specific on what you accomplished), mastering class ideas - be specific on which idea you

worked on (This can be accomplished through working homework problems (identify the specific problems that

helped you master the idea in question), creating your own comprehensive examples, creating study sheets, etc.)

Continue on the back as needed.

•

•

•
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